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Best parallel world books

Look, I'm not suggesting that someone is spending the next four years with their head in the sand. If you're scared and/or wildly depressed in recent election results, there are plenty of ways to channel your anxiety into positive action. But we can't spend the next four years crying softly on our Facebook
newsfeeds, either. There's nothing wrong with taking the time to take care of yourself. And if you're a book lover, that starts with reading books that take you out of the real world (because we all know it's too much right now). So-called escapist fiction gets a bad rap most of the time. People consider high
fantasy, space adventures and the offensively titled genre chick enlightened silly and somehow less serious than real literature. But cheering people up is a worthy reason. Feeling overwhelmed and hit by the world's problems rarely leads to positive change. We can't keep fighting if we don't have hope,
and we can't have hope if we don't take a few minutes to read about friendly foreigners from time to time. Take a break. Take a breath. Take a spiritual vacation to the far land for an hour or two, for we all deserve some brain candy right now:1. The saga of Brian K. Vaughan, the art of Fiona StaplesIf



everyone was reading Saga right now, I really believe that the world would be a better place. Saga is one part star wars, one part Romeo and Juliet, and one part completely original. With stunning art and an inventive world building, Saga tells the story of one young family traversing a strange and war-torn
galaxy in search of a peaceful life. Click here to buy.2. George R.R. MartinIf's ice and fire song feels too complicated and violent right now, try the Knights of the Seven Kingdoms. This collection of three Dunk and Egg novellas tells the story of an unlikely pair of heroes in Westeros, nearly a hundred years
before any order of Game of Thrones. This is a pure fantasy adventure, two of the most pleasant protagonists GRRM has ever been ant. Click here to buy.3. Bridget Jones's diary by Helen Fielding Not all escapism has to involve noble knights or intergalactic warfare. Sometimes it's as simple as stepping
inside the head of a wickedly funny British woman who tries to quit smoking, find love, and learn how to program a SCR (yes, it was back on simple days when VCRs and love still exist). Times have changed, but Bridget's humor is eternal. Click here to buy.4. Howl's Moving Castle by Diana Wynne
JonesIt's quite different from the beautiful Miyazaki film, but it's still a brilliant book. Howl's Moving Castle is a kind of fairy tale that adults can appreciate too. Young Sophie has accepted her hum of drum life as a hat maker, but when the spell makes her an old woman, she must brave the bizarre world of
wizards, fire demons, and moving castles if she ever wants to return to normal. Click here to buy. 5. Is everything hanging out without me? And other troubles mindy it's not strictly fiction, but Mindy Kaling is so delightfully funny that it's impossible to stay sad about the state of the republic by reading his
memoir. Kaling shares stories about her comedy career and ruminates on rom-com stereotypes in this cheerful, witty book of essays. Click here to buy. 6. Good Omens for Neil Gaiman and Terry PratchettA fantastic comedy at the end of the world? It's a lot more fun than it sounds, I promise. As the end of
the day approaches, and the four horse-people apocalypse begin their ride, one very anxious angel and one very cool demon must find the wrong anti-christ and stop the increasingly ridiculous war between the forces of good and evil. Click here to buy. 7. William GoldmanSwashbuckling's princess bride,
swordfight, miracles, revenge, giants, true love, bigger than average rodents – what else could you wish out of the book? The Princess Bride is wonderfully tongue-in-cheek to send up the fantasy genre, but it still forces you to care about The Redy, Westley and their gloriously true love. Click here to buy.
8. Midnight Robber by Nalo Hopkinsontan-tan lives on the Caribbean-colonized planet Toussaint, and he loves nothing more than dressing up as the mythical villain of Queen Carnival celebrations. But if she and her father are banished to a bleak and brutal new planet full of deadly threats, she must find a
way to become the legendary queen of legend... or trying to die. Click here to buy. 9. Hitchhiker's Tent Galaxy douglas adams Do you such, a little, feel blowing up the Earth and voting for the whole galaxy instead? Then join the reluctant Arthur Dent, Marvin the Paranoid Android and a host of other
absurd characters on a deeply silly, totally inspired trip through space. Don't forget your towel. Click here to buy. 10. Wrinkle time Madeleine L'EngleA Wrinkle in Time is one of those books that never really leaves you when you've read it. It's a child-friendly adventure through space and reality, of course.
And Meg Murry is one of the most realistic, most math-positive young women in literature, true. But even apart from all that, Wrinkle in Time is about the power of love, and the triumph of good over evil, and that's something we could all use for some more in the real world, too. Click here to buy. Pictures:
SammyReadsBooks/Unsplash How We Invented Freedom and Why It Counts, Daniel Hannan, Head of Zeus, RRP £20, 400 pagesOld Links and New Ties: Power and Persuasion in the Age of Networks, by David Howell, IB Taurus, RRP £12.99/RRP $29.99, 256 pagesInfluencing Tomorrow: Future
Challenges to British Foreign Policy, edited by Douglas Alexander and Ian Kearns, Guardian Books, RRP £12.99, 224 pages of Britannia (c.1915) by Sydney Kendrick throughout the return of Daniel Hannan's How We Invented Freedom and Why This Issue Sucks Curious Boris Johnson. Blurb starts
normally enough, welcoming as a great achievement, before adding that Daniel Hannan bestrides the Atlantic as a majestic combination of Winston Churchill and Piers Morgan. When you read this, it can almost be inferred that the Mayor of London is. My own feelings for Hannan and her new book are
equally ambiguous. I met the author when I was a correspondent in Brussels. He was then, as he is now, a conservative member of the European Parliament and a critic of the EU. Although I thought his precarious hostility to the European project was wrong, Hannan's fierce dissent on the consensus of
self-congratulation in Brussels was quite astonishing. The argument in his book, expressed in the title, is that political freedom is basically an English invention. To this day, Hannan writes that the Anglosphere of English-speaking peoples has a completely different concept of freedom, which comes from
more Alist continental Europeans. Anglos, according to Hannan, see their rights established by tradition and rooted in law. The Euro, on the other hand, believes that the rights are granted by the State. Many who unleash this simple British jingoism reject it. But the book is well built and studied - and
Hannan goes some way to creating an idea that has philosophical and cultural connections, which means that there is such a thing as the Anglosphere. He quotes Churchill, who after the famous common wartime service roosevelt, off the coast of Newfoundland, proclaimed: Same language, same hymns
and, more or less, the same ideals. Nowadays, after the Snowden revelations, the same secrets could be added. But while Hannan has an interesting subject, his book is ultimately unconvincing. The problem is that it begins with a claim and then plunders history to illustrate this point, while carefully sifting
through uncomfortable facts that don't fit the argument. At first, he cites approvingly from Herbert Butterfield's famous critique of Whig's theory of history: Studying the past with one eye on the present is the source of all the sophisticals in history. But after identifying the problem, Hannan illustrates this –
writing an ideologically driven history aimed at supporting political standing. At times, logical jumping and the strange conclusions in the argument are startling. Hannan's book begins with a dramatic scene from his childhood, when a mob attacked our family farm in Peru. His father, despite suffering from
one of these illnesses, which periodically afflicts white men in the tropics, sees off intruders with the help of a revolver and some security guards. Using this memory as a starting point, Hannan rejects the idea that English and Spanish-speaking worlds are two manifestations of common Western
civilization. The Hispanosphere, which seems to add to Spain itself, is closer to hobbesian nature's status. It feels a little hysterical. For all its troubles, modern Spain does not seem to me lawless on the verge of descending into violent anarchy. Before he can make his argument, However, Hannan is
moving towards his real goal, the European Union, asserting that: The Rule of Law is regularly sidelined if it prevents the will of brussels élites. His main evidence is that the eurozone bailouts were clearly illegal. This is certainly a point of view, but it is not the German Constitutional Court or the Legal
Services of the Union. Both bodies may have been influenced by politics. But neither bears much resemblance to the Peruvian bandits who had been roaming Hannan's book just a few pages earlier. Hannan's history of treatment is calmer and more considered than his opening salvos. However, there is
still a very selective interpretation. In his efforts to show that Britain and the US share political culture, he argues that the American War of Independence was in fact the Anglosphere Civil War - american revolutionaries and sons relying on English political ideas and traditions dating back to Magna Carta.
The evidence is that Hannan's sheriffs are interesting. But ska. The decisive influence of the French Enlightenment – especially Montesquieu – on American revolutionaries is hardly recognised. Benjamin Franklin's friendship with Voltaire has never been hinted at. It is true that thinkers such as Voltaire
and Montesquieu were impressed by English political thinking. But it simply underlines something Hannan wishes to deny: the existence of a common Western tradition that has been about political freedom, which has profoundly contributed to the contribution of continental Europe... Hannan's book shows
that the obsession of many British conservatives is to find a political and philosophical alternative to Europe. Hannan falls for the Anglosphere. By contrast, David Howell - who served as Foreign Secretary under David Cameron - is interested in the opportunities offered by the Commonwealth. Unlike
Hannan, Howell is not viscerally hostile to the EU. Instead, he argues, the European debate is simply old-fashioned when the forces that shape the future emerge in Asia and Africa. The call for Britain to watch the Commonwealth was once the latest relief for nostalgic British imperialists. But, Howell
argues, far from being a relic, the Commonwealth now offers happy legacy connections to a third of the world's population, and many of its most dynamic economies. It's a tempting idea. However, while Hannan's argument is too strongly skewed towards common values, Howell's affection ignores the
Community, a problem highlighted by the recent Commonwealth Summit in Sri Lanka, which has a murky human rights record. As Hannan accurately notes: The problem with the Commonwealth . . . is that it contains some dictatorial regimes that have completely distanced themselves from the values of
the Anglosphere. Conservative Party As far as Europe is concerned, now the opposition Labour Party is closest to thinking about UK foreign policy, as expressed in academia and in the Foreign Office. Labour's shadow foreign secretary Douglas Alexander has co-edited a new book of essays on the
subject, which includes contributions from directors and prominent academics from leading British think tanks to the future of humanitarian intervention. Changing this volume has been an invaluable preparation for Alexander when he becomes Foreign Minister – and reading it would be useful for students
in international relations. In his co-written essays, Alexander begins his analysis by shifting economic power from west to east, which he points out, fundamentally changing global politics. His complaint that too much of the current government's shift to Asia is narrowly focused on business is well-targeted -
especially after the recent prime minister's visit to China, which was little more than a glorified trade mission. However, influencing tomorrow avoids some difficult questions. Harvard's Graham Allison's essay on the global nuclear order is fascinating, but only refers to Britain's nuclear weapons. But British
military spending is falling, which makes the commitment to the hugely costly modernisation of the UK's nuclear deterrent questionable - especially for many Americans who prefer Britain to spend its resources on more useful military assets. There are difficult issues like this - rather than entertaining
discussions in the Anglosphere or Commonwealth - that the next British foreign minister will grapple with.——————————————-Gideon Rachman is the FT's chief foreign affairs commentator.
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